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Abstract
If D is a dominating set and the induced subgraph G(D) is connected, then D is a connected dominating set. The minimum size of a
connected dominating set in G is called connected domination number
γc (G) of G. A graph G is called a perfect connected-dominant graph if
γ(H) = γc (H) for each connected induced subgraph H of G.
We prove that a graph is a perfect connected-dominant graph if
and only if it contains no induced path P5 and induced cycle C5 .
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All graphs will be finite and undirected, without loops or multiple edges. Let
G = (V, E) be a graph. As usual, N (u) denotes the neighborhood
S of a vertex
u ∈ V ; N [u] = {u} ∪ N (u). For a set D ⊆ V we put N [D] = u∈D N [u]. We
say that a set D dominates a set X if X ⊆ N [D]. If D dominates V then D
is a dominating set of G. A minimum dominating set of G has the minimum
cardinality among all dominating sets of G. The domination number γ(G)
of G is the cardinality of a minimum dominating set of G.
The subgraph of G induced by a set X ⊆ V (G) is denoted by G(X). If
D is a dominating set and G(D) is a connected subgraph, then D is called
a connected dominating set. Accordingly, the minimum size of a connected
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dominating set in G is called connected domination number γc (G) of G.
Clearly,
γ(G) ≤ γc (G)
for any connected graph G.
Definition 1. A graph G is called a perfect connected-dominant graph if
γ(H) = γc (H) for each connected induced subgraph H of G.
Theorem 1. A graph G is a perfect connected-dominant graph if and only
if G contains no induced path P5 and induced cycle C5 .
P roof. Necessity is clear, since both P5 and C5 are connected, γ(P5 ) =
γ(C5 ) = 2 and γc (P5 ) = γc (C5 ) = 3.
Sufficiency. Suppose that the statement is not true and let G be a
minimal counterexample, i.e., G is a connected graph without induced P5
and C5 , but γ(G) < γc (G).
We choose a minimum dominating set D of G such that H = G(D) has
the minimal number of connected components among all minimum dominating sets of G. Since γ(G) < γc (G), H is a disconnected subgraph. Let
us fix two connected components K and L of H.
By connectivity of G, there is a shortest path P = (u1 , u2 , . . . , ut ) such
that u1 ∈ K and ut ∈ L.
Claim 1. t = 3.
P roof. Clearly, t ≥ 3. Since P5 is not an induced subgraph of G, t ≤ 4.
Thus, t ∈ {3, 4}.
Suppose that t = 4. First we show that
D0 = (D\{u1 , u4 }) ∪ {u2 , u3 }
is a dominating set of G. If it is not so, then there is a vertex v such that D0
does not dominate v. But D is a dominating set of G. Hence v is adjacent
to at least one of u1 , u4 (since D\D0 = {u1 , u4 }). Then {u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 , v}
induces either P5 or C5 , a contradiction.
Thus, D0 is a minimum dominating set of G. By the choice of D, the
number of components in G(D0 ) is not less than the number of components
in G(D). It follows that the set (K\{u1 }) ∪ (L\{u4 }) ∪ {u2 , u3 } induces
a subgraph F with at least two components. Let M be a component of F
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which does not contain u2 and u3 . We may assume that M ⊆ K. By
connectivity of K, there is a vertex w ∈ M such that u1 and w are adjacent.
Then {w, u1 , u2 , u3 , u4 } induces P5 , a contradiction.
Let us denote Di = (D\{ui }) ∪ {u2 }, i ∈ {1, 3}.
Claim 2. At least one of D1 , D3 is a dominating set of G.
P roof. Suppose that both D1 and D3 are not dominating sets of G. Then
there are vertices vi (i ∈ {1, 3}) such that Di does not dominate vi . Since
Di is a dominating set, vi is adjacent to ui , i ∈ {1, 3}. We obtain that
{v1 , u1 , u2 , u3 , v3 } induces either P5 or C5 , a contradiction.
By Claim 2 and using symmetry, we may assume that D1 is a dominating
set of G. Since |D1 | = |D|, D1 is a minimum dominating set of G. By the
choice of D, there is a component N ⊆ K of G(D1 ). By connectivity of K,
there is a vertex w ∈ N which is adjacent to u1 .
Claim 3. The set D0 = (D1 \{w})∪{u1 } is a minimum dominating set of G.
P roof. If it is not true, there is a vertex y which is not dominated by D0 .
Clearly, y is adjacent to w. Then {y, w, u1 , u2 , u3 } induces P5 , a contradiction.
Claim 4. G(D0 ) has less components than G(D).
P roof. Otherwise G(D0 ) contains a component P ⊆ K such that u1 6∈ P .
By connectivity of K, there is a vertex z ∈ P which is adjacent to w. Then
{z, w, u1 , u2 , u3 } induces P5 , a contradiction.
Claim 3 and Claim 4 produce the final contradiction.
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